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The handmade books presented here are meant to spark outings and offer creative ways for you to explore your
personal style and interests: Make treasure hunts even more special with a personalized Treasure Hunt Collection Bag
and Notebook. Take notes at the beach with a Waterproof Book made with Tyvek pages. Make a canvas-covered
Camping Songbook to take with you to the campsite. In this collection of twenty Japanese bookbinding projects,
traditional techniques meet contemporary style, from easy-to-fold accordion books to the intricate Japanese stab-stitch
bindings. Book artist Erin Zamrzla makes bookbinding easy and unintimidating. Her clear step-by-step instructions make
even the more complicated stitches easy to re-create. Information on the basics of bookbinding—including terminology,
tools, and techniques—is included, and many projects encourage the creative use of ordinary and recycled materials. The
projects are: Everyday Outings • Grocery List Pad • Lunch Box Notes • Necklace Book • Cross-Stitch Cover • Write
Your Own Story Journal Outdoor Play • Treasure Hunt Collection Bag and Notebook • Little League Score Book •
Waterproof Book • Bicycle Book • Texture Collector Nature Excursions • Observation Journal • Leaf and Flower Press •
Fishing Log • Stargazing Log • Camping Songbook Road Trips • Tiny Tickets Memorabilia Book • Photo Notes • Notes
from the Road Postcard Book • Fold-Out Map Booklet • Things to Check Out
An introduction to the world's teas and their healing qualities! A relaxing cup of tea is a soothing way to improve your
health, lighten your mood, increase your metabolism, or boost your energy. Tea has so many health benefits, from
preventing cardiovascular disease to burning calories, it's no wonder so many people are choosing this classic beverage
over coffee and carbonated soft drinks. If you'd like to experience the benefits and healing properties of drinking tea,
here's all you need to know about: The many different types of tea, including green, black, white, oolong, and pu'erh teas.
Herbal teas, kombucha, and other infusions. The use of tea as medicine throughout history. Buying and brewing the most
healthful teas. Developing your own de-stressing tea traditions. Using tea in cooking and creating natural beauty
products. With essential advice on brewing the perfect cup and storing your tea, The Everything Healthy Tea Book will be
your go-to reference for all things tea!
Every vintage-obsessed sewist dreams of having a closet full of gorgeous dresses. The follow-up to the popular Gertie's
New Book for Better Sewing and Gertie Sews Vintage Casual, Gertie's Ultimate Dress Book is packed with all the
information and patterns you could ever need to create a wardrobe filled with stunning vintage frocks. The book begins
with all the essential techniques for dressmaking and includes instructions and patterns for 23 dresses for a variety of
occasions. Elements of each pattern can be mixed and matched, allowing readers to customize the bodice, skirt, sleeves,
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pockets, and details of each dress for a truly unique creation.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 1 million copies sold In this generation-defining self-help guide, a superstar blogger
cuts through the crap to show us how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that we can truly become better,
happier people. For decades, we’ve been told that positive thinking is the key to a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity," Mark
Manson says. "Let’s be honest, shit is f**ked and we have to live with it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson
doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest truth that is sorely lacking today.
The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is his antidote to the coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected American
society and spoiled a generation, rewarding them with gold medals just for showing up. Manson makes the argument,
backed both by academic research and well-timed poop jokes, that improving our lives hinges not on our ability to turn
lemons into lemonade, but on learning to stomach lemons better. Human beings are flawed and limited—"not everybody
can be extraordinary, there are winners and losers in society, and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson advises us
to get to know our limitations and accept them. Once we embrace our fears, faults, and uncertainties, once we stop
running and avoiding and start confronting painful truths, we can begin to find the courage, perseverance, honesty,
responsibility, curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so many things we can give a f**k about so we need to
figure out which ones really matter, Manson makes clear. While money is nice, caring about what you do with your life is
better, because true wealth is about experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye
moment of real-talk, filled with entertaining stories and profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is a
refreshing slap for a generation to help them lead contented, grounded lives.
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book constructed by
Thomas Jefferson in the latter years of his life by cutting and pasting numerous sections from various Bibles as
extractions of the doctrine of Jesus. Jefferson's composition excluded sections of the New Testament containing
supernatural aspects as well as perceived misinterpretations he believed had been added by the Four Evangelists. In
1895, the Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of librarian Cyrus Adler purchased the original Jefferson Bible from
Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing in 2009, in partnership
with the museum's Political History department, allowed for a public unveiling in an exhibit open from November 11,
2011, through May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American History.
A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the newspaper industry
The fourteen essential conversations to have with your tween and early teenager to prepare them for the emotional,
physical, and social challenges ahead, including scripts and advice to keep the communication going and stay connected
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during this critical developmental window. “This book is a gift to parents and teenagers alike.”—Lisa Damour, PhD, author
of Untangled and Under Pressure Trying to convince a middle schooler to listen to you can be exasperating. Indeed, it
can feel like the best option is not to talk! But keeping kids safe—and prepared for all the times when you can't be the
angel on their shoulder—is about having the right conversations at the right time. From a brain growth and emotional
readiness perspective, there is no better time for this than their tween years, right up to when they enter high school.
Distilling Michelle Icard's decades of experience working with families, Fourteen Talks by Age Fourteen focuses on big,
thorny topics such as friendship, sexuality, impulsivity, and technology, as well as unexpected conversations about
creativity, hygiene, money, privilege, and contributing to the family. Icard outlines a simple, memorable, and family-tested
formula for the best approach to these essential talks, the BRIEF Model: Begin peacefully, Relate to your child, Interview
to collect information, Echo what you're hearing, and give Feedback. With wit and compassion, she also helps you get
over the most common hurdles in talking to tweens, including: • What phrases invite connection and which irritate kids or
scare them off • The best places, times, and situations in which to initiate talks • How to keep kids interested, open, and
engaged in conversation • How to exit these chats in a way that keeps kids wanting more Like a Rosetta Stone for your
tween's confounding language, Fourteen Talks by Age Fourteen is an essential communication guide to helping your
child through the emotional, physical, and social challenges ahead and, ultimately, toward teenage success.
Celebrate and use your sewing skills with Aneela Hoey's 15 stylish yet functional patterns for a wide variety of sewing
organizers. Designed to work together, many of the smaller projects fit into larger ones and can be made into a
coordinating set. Showcase trendy fat quarters and half-yards or use up scraps of your favorite fabric as you make cute
containers for yourself, to give to your friends, or to bring to swaps!
Presents instructions for creating decorative books using a variety of techniques, including stamping, collage, and
stitching.
Follows the progress of a hungry caterpillar as he eats his way through a varied and very large quantity of food until, full
at last, he forms a cocoon around himself and goes to sleep, only to emerge as a beautiful butterfly. Read by the author.
Presents forty-five ideas for crafting festive Christmas decorations with felt, featuring machine- and hand-sewn options as
well as no-sew designs.
Handmade Style24 Must-have Basics to Stitch, Use, and Wear
When a pair of young lovers, employees of a prestigious accounting firm, are brutally murdered, mid-twenty-first-century
lieutenant Eve Dallas finds the case complicated by the suspicious disappearance of a pregnant woman. By the author of
Memory in Death. 500,000 first printing.
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INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER "For anyone who wants to understand capitalism not as economists or politicians have
pictured it but as it actually operates, this book will be invaluable."-Observer (UK) If you've wondered how we did not see
the economic collapse coming, Ha-Joon Chang knows the answer: We didn't ask what they didn't tell us about capitalism.
This is a lighthearted book with a serious purpose: to question the assumptions behind the dogma and sheer hype that
the dominant school of neoliberal economists-the apostles of the freemarket-have spun since the Age of Reagan. Chang,
the author of the international bestseller Bad Samaritans, is one of the world's most respected economists, a voice of
sanity-and wit-in the tradition of John Kenneth Galbraith and Joseph Stiglitz. 23 Things They Don't Tell You About
Capitalism equips readers with an understanding of how global capitalism works-and doesn't. In his final chapter, "How to
Rebuild the World," Chang offers a vision of how we can shape capitalism to humane ends, instead of becoming slaves
of the market.
Make a Style Collection That's All Your Own. In Handmade Style, Anna Graham, best known for her Noodlehead bag
patterns, shows you how to use your favorite modern fabrics to expand your signature look into a lifestyle collection that's
all your own. Featuring a wide range of stitched projects for experienced sewists to wear, to carry and to use, Anna
challenges you to use not only your sewing machine, but also your toolbox. Get out your craft knife, rivet tool, and staple
gun too as Anna teaches you skills you will need to express your personal style through clothing and totes and beyond,
even into small furnishings for your living space.
Cross-stitch and other counted-thread techniques are enduringly popular. This book provides both beginner and
experienced stitchers with instructions and inspiration for 23 pretty and useful projects for garments, gifts and
homewares. The designs are a mix of the traditional and the contemporary, ranging from cushions, a table runner,
placemats, napkins and an intricately beaded shoe bag, to an apron, jar covers, brooch cushion, curtain and tablecloth.
Whether you are looking for a quick and easy item or more of a challenge, Handmade Style: Stitch offers projects to
satisfy every needlework lover. Previous Titles in the Handmade Style Series: Handmade Style: Bead Handmade Style:
Paper Handmade Style: Quilt Handmade Style: Knit
Shares instructions for creating handmade clothing for boys from infancy through age eight, providing patterns that
accommodate seasonal and activity needs.
A celebrity dressmaker's guide for craft-capable fashionistas explains how to combine basic sewing skills with creative
touches to create unique results, demonstrating how to transform classic 1950s-style cocktail dresses into flattering
personalized garments. Original.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come
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from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein
Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
If you’ve ever made your own clothes, you know how empowering it can be. That awesome skirt in a fabric you adore. The blouse
that fits perfectly. The one-of-a-kind dress you just knew would look cuter with a few extra details at the neck and hem. All made
by you. Creating fashionable, custom-fitted clothing is often much easier than you think, and in their first book, BurdaStyle—the
largest community of aspiring fashion designers and style-savvy sewers—will show you how. Packed with easy-to-follow tutorials,
five adaptable sewing patterns for a skirt, blouse, dress, coat, and bag, and fifteen step-by-step sewing projects, this book gives
you the basic building blocks to begin sewing and the tools you need to move beyond the basics to designing and customizing
your own wardrobe. If you’ve never threaded a needle before, you’ll find essential information on setting up a studio, using your
sewing machine and other tools, working with patterns, and getting the perfect fit. For experienced sewers, the book offer tips and
tricks for mastering techniques, as well as tons of design inspiration from seventy-eight BurdaStyle members from all over the
world. With its unique blend of fashion, creativity, and expert know-how, The BurdaStyle Sewing Handbook is the ultimate guide to
sewing with style.
A fashion icon, provocative American designer Tom Ford brings us his highly anticipated second book, which takes readers
through the illustrious trajectory of his billion-dollar luxury empire established in 2005. Synonymous with high-octane glamour,
opulent sexuality, and fearless fashion, Tom Ford is an iconic designer whose namesake label has devout followers across the
globe, from Milan and New Delhi to Shanghai and New York. Seventeen years after his best-selling debut book Tom Ford (2004),
which detailed his time as creative director for the Italian label Gucci, this second volume is a visual ode to Ford’s eponymous
brand created in 2005 and encompasses cosmetics, eyewear, menswear, and his critically acclaimed womenswear line. The
revered designer not only catapulted his brand to the highest echelons of the fashion world—receiving accolades from the Council
of Fashion Designers of America and Time magazine’s Best Designer of the Year—but also commanded the attention of
Hollywood by featuring loyal A-list fans such as Julianne Moore, Lauren Hutton, Pat Cleveland, and Nicholas Hoult in his runway
shows and advertising campaigns. This gorgeous slipcased volume includes dazzling imagery of Ford’s clothing and accessories
designs, fashion editorials featuring top models such as Gigi Hadid, Joan Smalls, Mica Argañaraz, and Jon Kortajarena, and his
signature sexually-charged advertising campaigns by photographers such as Inez & Vinoodh, Nick Knight, Steven Meisel, and
Mert & Marcus. This volume, printed with Forest Stewardship Council approved materials and edited by Ford personally, reflects
his exceptional taste and unapologetic sensual aesthetic and is a true collector’s item for his devotees and connoisseurs of
fashion, style, and design.
A man with a mysterious past must find a missing teenage girl in this shocking thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Run Away. Thirty years ago, Wilde was found as a boy living feral in the woods, with no memory of his past. Now an
adult, he still doesn't know where he comes from, and another child has gone missing. No one seems to take Naomi Pine's
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disappearance seriously, not even her father—with one exception. Hester Crimstein, a television criminal attorney, knows through
her grandson that Naomi was relentlessly bullied at school. Hester asks Wilde—with whom she shares a tragic connection—to use
his unique skills to help find Naomi. Wilde can't ignore an outcast in trouble, but in order to find Naomi he must venture back into
the community where he has never fit in, a place where the powerful are protected even when they harbor secrets that could
destroy the lives of millions . . . secrets that Wilde must uncover before it's too late.
Offers instructions on folding, gluing, and sewing handmade books in a variety of shapes and styles.
This how-to guide and personal memoir features 20 meditative sewing projects and inspiring stories that promote creativity,
happiness, and fulfillment When Sanae Ishida was diagnosed with a chronic illness and lost her corporate job, she felt like her
whole life was falling apart. Inspired to succeed at just one thing, Ishida vowed to sew all of her daughter’s clothes—and most of
her own—for one full year. In Sewing Happiness, Ishida recounts her incredible journey, reflecting on how sewing helped her
survive such a difficult time in her life. Sewing Happiness features twenty simple sewing projects (with variations) organized by
season and tied together with a thread of memoir that tells the story Ishida’s unexpected transformation and how sewing brought
her profound happiness. Each seasonal project—from Japanese-inspired home goods to children’s and women’s clothing—is
specially designed to promote health, creativity, and relationships and to provide gentle inspiration to live your best life. Complete
with photos and easy-to-follow steps, Sewing Happiness is at once a guide to the craft of sewing and a guide to enjoying life in all
its beautiful imperfections.
A fresh new update to the beloved classic A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23. A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23 will join Serenity and
The Creeds as a beautiful new entry into the Zondervan Gift Timeless Faith Classics line. Combining sophisticated, timeless
designs with the sage wisdom of Scripture will make this line a favorite with readers interested in the classic tenants of our faith.
W. Phillip Keller writes of the loving Shepherd of Psalm 23 who leads his sheep to the green pastures and cool waters. The Lord is
My Shepherd, I Shall Not Want. The truth and comfort of these familiar words spring to life in this gift edition of W. Phillip Keller's
classic work, A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23. Based on his years as a keeper of sheep, Keller infuses new hope and meaning into
our relationship with Christ, the Good Shepherd. As we lie down in green pastures or walk through the shadowy valley, we're
assured that whatever our path, whatever our stumbling, the Shepherd will lovingly guide, carry, and protect us. We can depend
on His goodness and mercy all the days of our lives. This timeless passage of Scripture has been the topic of countless books,
articles, and gift products. Keller’s classic book lends itself seamlessly to the Timeless Faith Classics line with its simple but
poignant text, beautiful 4-color photographs, and an updated cover.
8 Patterns, 18 Variations, 1 Stunning New Wardrobe Stitch your way to a stylish new wardrobe with this collection of beautiful,
modern patterns. Whether you are a seasoned seamstress looking for fresh projects or just beginning your sewing journey, you’ll
learn something new from prolific designer Kennis Wong’s expert advice and accessible pearls of sewing wisdom. In Sew
Beautiful, elegance and simplicity go hand in hand as Kennis guides you through 8 different patterns, each a closet staple you’ll
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be proud to wear. Well known for helping her readers find their most flattering fit, Kennis carefully designed each pattern for sizes
00 through 20, guaranteeing a finished garment that suits your taste, style and body type. And with 18 variations spread across
these designs, there are so many options to mix and match! Slip into the luxurious Castlepoint Faux-Wrap Skirt on a breezy
summer day, or bundle up in the cozy Taktsang Dolman Sleeve Wrap for a cool autumn night. Going to a fancy event but can’t
find anything to wear? Wow everyone when you tell them your Palermo Tiered Dress is 100 percent handmade. With Sew
Beautiful in your crafting corner, a vibrant custom wardrobe is at your fingertips.
Handmade Tile is a contemporary guide for ceramic artists and anyone interested in custom tile installations—from making,
designing, and decorating to designing your space and installation. No matter how many years of experience you have as a
ceramic artist or how many home-improvement projects you've tackled, nothing prepares you for the unique world of ceramic tile.
From concept and design, through firing and installation, ceramic tiling is one of the few places in a home where art is permanently
installed as a feature of a room. In Handmade Tile, Forrest Lesch-Middelton shares everything he's learned as the founder and
owner of the custom tile business FLM Ceramics and Tile. From his years as a one-man operation to his current production facility,
Forrest has seen it all and helps you every step of the way. Whether you want to make your own tile, or want to use artistic and
custom-made tile in your home, this book has everything you need. Key features of the book include: Making Tile: key tools,
rolling, cutting, extruding Decorating: glazes, image transfer, cuerda seca, underglaze, slip Designing Your Space: tile in context,
choosing your tile, codes and standards Installation: removing old tile, backing, preparing surfaces, setting, grouting Galleries and
interviews with today's top workings artists in tile round out the package. Featured artists include Allison Bloom, Boris Aldridge,
Disc Interiors, PV Tile, and more.
"Today's craft world has emerged as a marriage between historical technique, punk culture, and the DIY ethos, also influenced by traditional
handiwork, modern aesthetics, politics, feminism, and art. It is no longer simply about cross-stitching samplers or painting floral scrolls on
china. Instead, it embraces a vibrant movement of artists, crafters, and designers working in traditional and nontraditional media." "The heart
of the new wave of craft is the community. Participants share ideas and encouragement through websites, bless, boutiques, galleries, and
craft fairs. Together they have forged a new economy and lifestyle based on creativity, determination, and networking. Faythe Levine has
traveled 19,000 miles to document the handmade scene in the film Handmade Nation, and she and Cortney Heimerl bring together the raw,
fresh, and radical results in this comprehensive book. Twenty-four artists from Olympia, Washington, to Providence, Rhode Island, and
everywhere in between show their work and discuss their lives. Texts by Andrew Wagner, Garth Johnson, Callie Janoff, Betsy Greer, and
Susan Seal supply a critical view to the tight-knit community. For those who are a part of the emerging handmade nation, or just interested in
viewing it from afar, this book is an essential introduction." --Book Jacket.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Featured by Oprah's Book Club on the Anti-Racist Books for Young Adults list curated by bestselling
author Jacqueline Woodson A USA TODAY Bestseller Recommended by The Guardian, Time, Grazia, The Telegraph, Express, and The
Sun ‘This is one for you, your neighbour, the children in your lives and especially that ‘only slightly’ racist colleague… A guide to the history
of racism and a blueprint for change’ —The Guardian Who are you? What is racism? Where does it come from? Why does it exist? What can
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you do to disrupt it? Learn about social identities, the history of racism and resistance against it, and how you can use your anti-racist lens
and voice to move the world toward equity and liberation. ‘In a racist society, it’s not enough to be non-racist—we must be ANTI-RACIST.’
—Angela Davis Gain a deeper understanding of your anti-racist self as you progress through 20 chapters that spark introspection, reveal the
origins of racism that we are still experiencing and give you the courage and power to undo it. Each chapter builds on the previous one as
you learn more about yourself and racial oppression. 20 activities get you thinking and help you grow with the knowledge. All you need is a
pen and paper. Author Tiffany Jewell, an anti-bias, anti-racist educator and activist, builds solidarity beginning with the language she chooses
– using gender neutral words to honour everyone who reads the book. Illustrator Aurélia Durand brings the stories and characters to life with
kaleidoscopic vibrancy. After examining the concepts of social identity, race, ethnicity and racism, learn about some of the ways people of
different races have been oppressed, from indigenous Americans and Australians being sent to boarding school to be 'civilized' to a
generation of Caribbean immigrants once welcomed to the UK being threatened with deportation by strict immigration laws. Find hope in
stories of strength, love, joy and revolution that are part of our history, too, with such figures as the former slave Toussaint Louverture, who
led a rebellion against white planters that eventually led to Haiti’s independence, and Yuri Kochiyama, who, after spending time in an
internment camp for Japanese Americans during WWII, dedicated her life to supporting political prisoners and advocating reparations for
those wrongfully interned. Learn language and phrases to interrupt and disrupt racism. So, when you hear a microaggression or racial slur,
you'll know how to act next time. This book is written for EVERYONE who lives in this racialised society—including the young person who
doesn’t know how to speak up to the racist adults in their life, the kid who has lost themself at times trying to fit into the dominant culture, the
children who have been harmed (physically and emotionally) because no one stood up for them or they couldn’t stand up for themselves and
also for their families, teachers and administrators. With this book, be empowered to actively defy racism and xenophobia to create a
community (large and small) that truly honours everyone.
"In the age of COVID and chaos, social media and sky-high rents, adulting can be hard. But it doesn't have to be! This book answers
questions young adults sometimes don't even know to ask. Chapters are ordered in a way that puts at the forefront what young people are
thinking about now, with a new generation going into adulthood more likely to be living with family; politically and civically engaged; and using
social media as a communication tool or platform. Includes money, jobs, communication, social media, identity, health insurance, living
situations, housework, travel and troubleshooting"-Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume contains the principal papers from an international
symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from
June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and museum curators
worldwide—was organized by the Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and the Art History Department of the Central
Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and conservation
institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture.
Topics cover the latest art historical research and scientific analyses of original techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such
as medieval treatises and descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt and
Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English churches, Chinese paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan
thangkas. Color plates and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
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The Half Square Triangle (HST) is a quilt-making staple! At once both a simple block yet one that yields complex results, this workhorse is the
star of the show in Jeni Baker's first book. A series of 12 patterns start with a beginner friendly fast and easy design and progresses to more
and more challenging designs. he HST is a workhorse block unit that can be used to make beautiful, timeless quilts. This book shows you the
multiple methods for making them (from the slow to the speedy) and combines HSTs with other pieced blocks that complement the triangle
blocks. The book is organized into four main sections: patterns that feature Color, Scale, Patchwork Play and, finally culminating with a
chapter on Half-Square Triangles only. This final chapter features an inspirational index of over 12'' 60 HST block designs and encourages
the reader to design their own quilts using a single block or combining a few.
A James Beard Award nominee: “This year’s best bread book . . . produces fantastic results! . . . It should be a mandatory purchase for its
pizza dough alone” (Salon). Acclaimed professional baker Suzanne Dunaway reveals her truly revolutionary technique for baking
unforgettable breads that require no fuss and no special equipment. The crusts are lighter, chewier, and the crumb is moist, stays fresh
longer, and has more intense flavor than most breads. Her ingredients are simply flour, water, yeast, salt—and passion. She uses no
preservatives or additives of any kind. The recipes are her own creations, developed over years of trial and error. You will find focaccia,
ciabatta, pane rustico, and pizza as well as breads from around the world such as baguette, sourdough flapjacks, blini, muffins, corn bread,
brioche, African Spiced bread, kulich, and kolaches. In addition many of the basic bread doughs are fat-free, sugar-free, and dairy-free
making then perfect for people on strict dietary or allergy regimes. There are also dozens of recipes for dishes you can make with bread:
soufflés, soups, salads, and even desserts such as chocolate bread pudding. Plus, fun recipes to make with children. Suzanne Dunaway was
the owner and head baker of Buona Forchetta Handmade Breads in Los Angeles, hailed as one of the seven best bakeries in the world by W
Magazine. Gourmet called her breads “addictive.” “If kneading makes you need a sit down and need a rest, then this book will encourage
you back into the kitchen. A great bread making class for all of us lazy bread makers.” —Foodepedia “Fabulous.” —The Telegraph
Learn how to create twelve stunning contemporary quilts and develop your own designs using improvisational methods. Take inspiration from
simple objects to create twelve beautiful, contemporary quilt blocks. Create original quilts from each block design and adapt them to your own
style. Learn how to interpret print, pattern and shapes into unique quilting ideas and experiment with a range of innovative techniques for
impressive, professional results. Inside you’ll find techniques such as square piecing, basket weave, half-square triangles, chevrons, quarter
circles and portholes. So, if you love fabric and color, take a step into the world of improv quilting.
The Elements of Style is an American English writing style guide in numerous editions. The original was composed by William Strunk Jr. in
1918, and published by Harcourt in 1920, comprising eight "elementary rules of usage", ten "elementary principles of composition", "a few
matters of form", a list of 49 "words and expressions commonly misused", and a list of 57 "words often misspelled". E. B. White greatly
enlarged and revised the book for publication by Macmillan in 1959. That was the first edition of the so-called Strunk & White, which Time
named in 2011 as one of the 100 best and most influential books written in English since 1923.
Why stick with plain old A, B, C when you can have Amelia (Earhart), Malala, Tina (Turner), Ruth (Bader Ginsburg), all the way to
eXtraordinary You—and the Zillion of adventures you will go on? Instagram superstar Eva Chen, author of Juno Valentine and the Magical
Shoes, is back with an alphabet board book depicting feminist icons in A Is for Awesome: 23 Iconic Women Who Changed the World,
featuring spirited illustrations by Derek Desierto.
Making your own books is easier than you might think, and Erin Zamrzla shows you how, using Japanese methods to produce a range of
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delightful projects: from easy-to-fold accordion pamphlets to books using the intricate and distinctive Japanese stab stitch bindings.
Traditional bookbinding techniques are applied to creative and contemporary projects that will interest a broad range of beginning crafters,
DIYers, and book artists. Zamrzla makes all the techniques accessible and completely nonintimidating by providing clear, step-by-step
instructions for even the more complicated stitches. Information on the basics of bookbinding, including book terminology, tools, and
techniques are included, and many of the projects encourage the creative use of recycled materials. Each project is featured in a full-color
photograph presenting it in a real-life setting. Additional photos and computer-drawn instructional illustrations offer step-by-step details of
construction. Projects include: Unfolding Flower Notes: An accordion book that opens into a string of flowers. Tiny Souvenir Book: An
accordion book with envelopes for pages so you can collect memories on the go. Return-to-Sender Mail Book: Made using a four-hole stab
binding in the hemp-leaf pattern, the pages of this notebook are contained within an envelope cover so you can simply fill the pages, seal the
end, and mail it to a friend, who can then add to the pages and send it back to you. Pillowcase Dream Book: Made using a Yamato binding-a
simple two-hole stab binding-the cover of this book is sewn from a pillowcase. Tea Bag Tracing Book: The pages of this book are created
from tea bags that are bound in a traditional account-book style.
This ultimate insider's guide reveals the secrets that none dare admit, told by a show biz veteran who's proven that you can sell your script if
you can save the cat!
Shows how to design and create custom-made journals, along with suggestions on how they can enhance memories and personal
experiences.
That Handmade Touch showcases Svetlana Sotak's talent for creating everyday essentials with a signature style, through the use of
thoughtful fabrics, clean patchwork, and precise construction techniques. Sotak believes in the spirit of generous living and sharing her love
of sewing through her popular online tutorials and Craftsy class. Now, in her first book, she teaches how to create cohesive, sophisticated
projects, ranging from small to large and featuring quilt-as- you-go, basic piecing, and expert bag-making instructions to achieve a polished
professional finish. Accessories projects include clutches, pouches, and bags; home decor projects include quilts, baskets, and cushions.
With Svetlana Sotak's guidance, sewists can create delightful sewing designs that will rival what can be found at any upscale boutique.
A magical treasure chest of fun-filled family activities with over 100 projects to do together throughout the year From scrumptious holiday
treats and mantle-worthy craft projects to delightful games, TheHandmade Charlotte Playbook is a must-have resource for parents seeking
great ideas for family together time. Equal parts instruction and inspiration, this book will guide readers of all experience levels to successfully
execute and enjoy page after page of the whimsical and imaginative projects including: • Moon in Your Room • Night Sky Flashlight • Paper
Bag Puppets • Tie-Dye Tapestries In a high-speed world where family time is the most precious time of all, The Handmade Charlotte
Playbook will be a source of merriment and laughter all year long.
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